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NEW QUESTION: 1
A firm is undertaking a revision of its financial metrics to
make them more comprehensive and has decided to use metrics
such as return on investment (ROI), return on assets (ROA), and
economic value added (EVA). This is an example of utilizing
which of the following types of metrics?
A. Stakeholder focused
B. Activity based
C. Financial sustainability
D. Value chain
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You just installed a new Web server in the DMZ that must be
reachable from the Internet. You create a manual Static NAT
rule as follows: SourcE. Any || Destination: web_public_IP ||

ServicE. Any || Translated SourcE. original || Translated
Destination: web_private_IP || ServicE. Original
"web_public_IP? is the node object that represents the new Web
server's public IP address. "web_private_IP? is the node object
that represents the new Web site's private IP address. You
enable all settings from Global Properties &gt; NAT.
When you try to browse the Web server from the Internet you see
the error "page cannot be displayed?. Which of the following is
NOT a possible reason?
A. There is no NAT rule translating the source IP address of
packets coming from the protected Web server.
B. There is no ARP table entry for the protected Web server's
public IP address.
C. There is no Security Policy defined that allows HTTP traffic
to the protected Web server.
D. There is no route defined on the Security Gateway for the
public IP address to the Web server's private IP address.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the purpose of the catalog command?
A. To review RMAN control file and recovery catalog metadata
and ensure that its correct
B. To rebuild the recovery catalog
C. To delete RMAN backup-related metadata from the recovery
catalog
D. To create metadata in the control file and the recovery
catalog related to backup set pieces
E. To create a report that lists database backups
Answer: D
Explanation:
Use the CATALOG command to do the following:
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